NAME:  HUANA

VISUAL REPRESENTATION

CLASS:  M

LOCATION
Third planet in the Huanas Trico System

MOONS / RINGS
2 moons. No rings, or other natural satellites

MASS:  0.09
DENSITY:  Earth-like (1)
DIAMETER:  0.45
GRAVITY:  0.45G
DAY LENGTH:  22 hours
AXIAL TILT:  60 degrees

CLIMATE
The climate of the planet known as Huana, or Huanas Trico III has a warm and temperate climate due to its position in the solar system. Planetary conditions are lush and tropical with a large amount of the planet’s land masses undeveloped and left in a natural jungle state.

For the most part the surface of Huana is a hospitable and very habitable planetary surface. Some areas are more wild than others but the native sentient species, the N’Augi, have become accustomed to locating the safest and most habitable regions of the surface of their homeworld.

ATMOSPHERE
COMPOSITION:  27% Oxygen, 63% Nitrogen
THICKNESS:  90%
TRACE COMPONENTS:  Nitrous Oxide

HYDROSPHERE:  37%
TEMPERATURE:  Hot (35c)

GEOGRAPHY / TERRAIN
The terrain of Huana is mostly jungle or rainforest, spread out over 3 large continents, 2 smaller ones and several clusters of islands. Most N’Augi settlements are located on the largest continent, which is located roughly at the planet’s equator and spreads out towards the poles creating a curved landmass. Several N’Augi starbases are built onto smaller islands near the main continent.

LIFE FORMS
There are several indigenous forms of animal life native to Huana, but the only sentient or humanoid life on that makes a home on the jungle-world are the androgynous N’augi.

The N’Augi are a very open-minded, gregarious people known for their hospitality and for their open sexuality. Since they are androgynous they tend to seek sexual pleasure with members of either gender when in the company of other humanoids not native to Huana.

Most of Huana’s animals are harmless to humanoid life. But there are some predators living in the northernmost regions of the planet, and at least one of the islands has a population of large, carnivorous lizards similar to the Komodo Dragon of Earth.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Hundreds of thousands of androgynous humanoids.

CIVILIZATION
The only civilization native to Huana is the culture of the N’Augi. A race of broadminded, androgynous beings who enjoy life and enjoy sharing it with visitors to their planet as long as those visitors do not show any form of prejudice against the N’Augi’s chosen lifestyle of open-minded and overtly sexual uninhibition.

The N’Augi have been involved in a guerrilla war with a race of prejudiced totalitarians from a neighboring world for the past half-century (as of 2386). And this war has caused the N’Augi to develop an advanced, spacefaring culture as well as warp-drive and advanced weaponry.

RESOURCES
Exported fruits and vegetables grown in the Huanan jungles. Also natural medicines and botanical products.